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Two popular categories of control charts are CUSUM and EWMA charts, which are good at 

quickly detecting the presence of small and moderate disturbances. Targeting on small and 

moderate shifts in the process mean, this chapter proposes EWMA- and CUSUM-type 

control charts which utilize the information of auxiliary variable(s). The regression estimation 

technique for the mean is used in defining the control structure of the proposed charts. It is 

shown that the proposed charts are performing better than their competitors which are also 

designed for detecting small shifts. This chapter is based on an article by Abbas, Riaz and 

Does (2012c), consisting of the EWMA-type control charts based on auxiliary information. 

 

���� ����������	����������	�����	����� ���	�����

Information accessible at the stage of estimation other than that in the sample is called 

auxiliary information. The concept of using auxiliary information is frequently used in the 

field of survey sampling and estimation techniques. Auxiliary information can be used at 

either or both the design and estimation stage. Sampling techniques like probability sampling 

(cf. Fuller (2009)) and rank set sampling (cf. McIntyre (1952)) are examples of the utilization 

of auxiliary information at the sample selection stage. Ratio, product and regression-type 

estimators are examples of utilization of auxiliary information at the estimation stage (cf. 

Cochran (1977) and Fuller (2002)). These estimators are designed in such a way that they not 
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only utilize the sample information but also make use of the information available other than 

that. This makes these estimators more efficient than the conventional ones. 

This auxiliary information is also used in control charting techniques in order to 

enhance their performance. Examples are the regression control chart proposed by Mandel 

(1969) and cause-selecting control charts proposed by Zhang (1985). The control structure of 

these control charts is based on regressing the study variable on the auxiliary variable. The 

residuals obtained from that regression are used for monitoring the process (see also Wade 

and Woodall (1993)). Riaz (2008a) introduced the concept of using auxiliary information at 

the time of estimating the plotting statistic of a control chart. He proposed a control chart 

which uses a regression-type estimator as the plotting statistic to monitor the variability of the 

process and showed the dominance (in terms of power) of his proposed control chart over the 

well-known Shewhart-type control charts for the same purpose (i.e. 
, � and �� charts). Riaz 

(2008b) proposed a regression-type estimator to monitor the location of the process. He not 

only showed the superiority of his proposal over the Shewhart’s �	 �chart but also over the 

regression charts (cf. Mandel (1969)) and the cause-selecting charts (cf. Zhang (1985)). Later 

Riaz and Does (2009) proposed another variability chart based on a ratio-type estimator and 

proved the dominance of their proposed chart over the one based on regression-type 

estimator. Following these authors, this chapter proposes the use of auxiliary information 

with the control structure of EWMA and CUSUM charts. The regression estimation 

technique is used to exploit the information from the auxiliary variable and without loss of 

generality the case of individual observations have been considered. 
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 Let an auxiliary variable �� be correlated with the variable of interest �� and let us 

denote the correlation between these two variables by Ç��. The observations of � and � are 

obtained in the paired form for each sample and the population mean and variance of � (i.e. 

�� and '�� respectively) are assumed to be known. Also we assume bivariate normality of � 

and �, i.e. 

\��aÈ[� É\����a � Ê '�� Ç��'�'�Ç��'�'� '�� ËÌ                (4.1) 

where [� represents the bivariate normal distribution. The regression estimate of the 

population mean �� (cf. Cochran (1977)) is given as: 

7�§ � �� ! Í����� � ���                  (4.2) 

where Í�� is the change in � due to one unit change in � and is Í�� � Ç�� \]Î]Ïa. The mean 

and variance of the statistic 7� in (4.2) are given as: 

Ð�7�� � ��, ��7�� � 'Ñ� � '���+ � Ç��� �                (4.3) 

Equation (4.3) implies that 7� is also an unbiased estimator of �� and 'Ñ� , '�� as long as 

Ç��� % �. Based on the regression estimator in (4.2), the plotting statistic for the proposed 

EWMA chart based on a single auxiliary variable (named as MXEWMA chart) is defined as: 

)�q � *q7�§ ! �+ � *q�)���q                   (4.4) 

where *q is the smoothing constant for the proposed statistic and 7�§ is the value of statistic 

7� for the #pV sample. )���q  represents the past information (like )���) and its initial value 
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(i.e. )�q ) is also taken equal to the target mean ��, i.e. the in control mean of �. Now based on 

(4.3) the time varying control limits for the proposed chart are: 

.��� � �� � �
q'Ñ/ 0Ò��0Ò �+ � �+ � *q������ � ����� � �� ! �q'Ñ/ 0Ò��0Ò �+ � �+ � *q����123

24
                (4.5) 

where �q determines the width of the control limits for the proposed MXEWMA chart. The 


� values for the proposed MXEWMA chart with time varying limits are given in Tables 

4.1 – 4.5 for some selective choices of Ç�� in which @ represents the amount of shift in the 

study variable, i.e. @ � ÓÔ¬�Ô^Ó]Î  where �� is the out of control mean of �. The program 

(developed in R language) for evaluating the 
�8 is given in Appendix 4.1 which is 

replicated 50,000 for each simulated value. Note that �� remains constant. 

Table 4.1: 9:; values for the proposed MXEWMA chart with time varying limits, ÕÖ× � => =? 

and 9:;= � ?== 

@ 
*q � �>�P�q � M>AfP 

*q � �>�B�q � M>XPe 
*q � �>+�q � M>fMA 

*q � �>MB�q � P  
*q � �>B�q � P>�dM 

*q � �>dB�q � P>�ff 

0 500.3011 500.8313 499.7023 499.6045 500.9026 499.9704 

0.25 66.3103 77.5273 103.1312 168.8081 254.324 321.6227 

0.5 21.2101 23.6211 28.7434 47.2173 88.1445 139.8713 

0.75 10.7125 11.8433 13.592 19.2345 35.401 62.2502 

1 6.632 7.2905 8.2072 10.3617 17.1148 30.3995 

1.5 3.4443 3.7573 4.1644 4.7647 6.2628 9.7633 

2 2.244 2.4205 2.6563 2.9313 3.3701 4.4521 

2.5 1.6555 1.7719 1.9147 2.0831 2.2565 2.6079 

3 1.3401 1.4104 1.5112 1.6109 1.6904 1.8151 

4 1.0642 1.0882 1.1224 1.1609 1.184 1.1946 

5 1.0049 1.0085 1.0131 1.0221 1.0265 1.0281 
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Table 4.2: 9:; values for the proposed MXEWMA chart with time varying limits, ÕÖ× � => F? 

and 9:;= � ?== 

@ 
*q � �>�P�q � M>AfP 

*q � �>�B�q � M>XPe 
*q � �>+�q � M>fMA 

*q � �>MB�q � P  
*q � �>B�q � P>�dM 

*q � �>dB�q � P>�ff 

0 500.0592 500.5358 499.1371 499.8049 499.951 500.5678 

0.25 63.1554 73.8038 97.5858 161.9697 245.9632 313.2722 

0.5 20.1268 22.4316 27.1393 44.1797 83.0098 132.8202 

0.75 10.1982 11.2488 12.8277 18.0008 32.9028 57.9059 

1 6.3049 6.9254 7.7548 9.7748 15.8281 28.0123 

1.5 3.2871 3.5816 3.9532 4.5005 5.832 8.9444 

2 2.1384 2.3119 2.5261 2.7962 3.1754 4.0979 

2.5 1.5945 1.6997 1.8406 1.9877 2.1497 2.4354 

3 1.2952 1.363 1.4519 1.5523 1.6178 1.7158 

4 1.0495 1.0687 1.0955 1.132 1.1476 1.1565 

5 1.0044 1.0067 1.0108 1.0149 1.0178 1.0183 

 
 

Table 4.3: 9:; values for the proposed MXEWMA chart with time varying limits, ÕÖ× � => ? 

and 9:;= � ?== 

@ 
*q � �>�P�q � M>AfP 

*q � �>�B�q � M>XPe 
*q � �>+�q � M>fMA 

*q � �>MB�q � P  
*q � �>B�q � P>�dM 

*q � �>dB�q � P>�ff 

0 500.7792 499.5635 499.8114 499.692 500.7859 500.9686 

0.25 52.6523 61.1011 80.6591 135.7683 216.0974 285.4555 

0.5 16.6817 18.5391 22.044 34.5785 65.3989 108.1412 

0.75 8.4242 9.3261 10.5432 14.1099 24.7989 44.3004 

1 5.2477 5.7592 6.4306 7.8001 11.9099 20.6193 

1.5 2.7663 3.0129 3.3183 3.7182 4.5573 6.5619 

2 1.8392 1.9673 2.1455 2.3486 2.5852 3.136 

2.5 1.3979 1.48 1.5834 1.7044 1.7964 1.9476 

3 1.17 1.2168 1.2786 1.3501 1.3947 1.4325 

4 1.0155 1.0253 1.038 1.0513 1.0606 1.064 

5 1.0007 1.0012 1.0019 1.002 1.0028 1.0056 
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Table 4.4: 9:; values for the proposed MXEWMA chart with time varying limits, ÕÖ× � => J? 

and 9:;= � ?== 

@ 
*q � �>�P�q � M>AfP 

*q � �>�B�q � M>XPe 
*q � �>+�q � M>fMA 

*q � �>MB�q � P  
*q � �>B�q � P>�dM 

*q � �>dB�q � P>�ff 

0 500.0659 499.5868 500.7509 500.4051 499.2859 499.7069 

0.25 33.8532 38.4587 48.8401 84.1265 146.8905 211.6496 

0.5 10.6126 11.7078 13.4213 18.9673 34.9019 61.2737 

0.75 5.398 5.9343 6.6291 8.0816 12.4585 21.7022 

1 3.4068 3.7177 4.1045 4.7175 6.1522 9.5862 

1.5 1.8835 2.0268 2.2095 2.4126 2.6787 3.2731 

2 1.3299 1.4043 1.4969 1.5949 1.6784 1.7904 

2.5 1.1006 1.1309 1.1772 1.2269 1.2577 1.2721 

3 1.0199 1.0296 1.0429 1.0608 1.0733 1.0742 

4 1.0001 1.0004 1.0006 1.0011 1.0014 1.0017 

5 1 1 1 1 1 1 

 

Table 4.5: 9:; values for the proposed MXEWMA chart with time varying limits, ÕÖ× � => �? 

and 9:;= � ?== 

@ 
*q � �>�P�q � M>AfP 

*q � �>�B�q � M>XPe 
*q � �>+�q � M>fMA 

*q � �>MB�q � P  
*q � �>B�q � P>�dM 

*q � �>dB�q � P>�ff 

0 500.1483 499.3424 500.5895 500.2327 500.0067 500.7743 

0.25 9.6039 10.6139 12.1289 16.7024 30.2287 53.736 

0.5 3.1274 3.4017 3.7577 4.2576 5.389 8.1474 

0.75 1.75 1.8739 2.0315 2.2142 2.4181 2.8603 

1 1.2547 1.3136 1.3951 1.4846 1.5468 1.622 

1.5 1.0102 1.0162 1.0216 1.034 1.0418 1.0432 

2 1 1.0003 1.003 1.0005 1.0006 1.0013 

2.5 1 1 1 1 1 1 

3 1 1 1 1 1 1 

4 1 1 1 1 1 1 

5 1 1 1 1 1 1 

 

 

The 
�� in Tables 4.1 – 4.5 is fixed at B�� which will enable us to make 

comparison of the proposed control chart with some other charts/schemes. Tables 4.1 – 4.5 

refer to a situation where the information about the population correlation coefficient is 
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assumed to be known, because the information about the population correlation coefficient 

Ç�� is known in many practical situations (cf. Garcia and Cebrian (1996)). However, this 

may not be the case in every situation. Then we have to estimate the value of Ç�� from 

preliminary samples (L). The estimators used to estimate Ç�� and Í�� are: 

ÇØ�� � ¦ ��§��	���§��	�Ù§«¬/¦ ��§��	�©Ù§«¬ ¦ ��§��	�©Ù§«¬ , ÍÚ�� � ¦ ��§��	���§��	�Ù§«¬¦ ��§��	�©Ù§«¬               (4.6) 

 

 From Tables 4.1 – 4.5, the main findings about our proposed MXEWMA control chart 

for monitoring the location of a process are given as: 

i. the use of auxiliary information in the form of a regression estimator boosts the 

performance of EWMA control chart, especially for large values of Ç��; 

ii. for fixed values of Ç�� and @, the performance of the proposed chart with time 

varying limits is better for small values of *q; 
iii. for fixed values of *q, �q and @, the performance of the proposed chart is better for the 

large values of Ç��; 

iv. for all choices of *q, �q and Ç�� the proposed chart is 
� unbiased, i.e. 
�� never 

exceeds 
�� for any value of @; 

v. for small values of Ç��, the 
� for the proposed scheme decreases gradually with an 

increase in the value of @ but for the large values of Ç��, the 
� for the proposed 

scheme decreases rapidly with an increase in the value of @. 

Note that if we apply the same set up with samples sizes Z % + instead of Z � +, the results 

will be the same with the obvious adjustments in the control limits in (4.2) and (4.3). 
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 In this subsection we provide a broad comparison of our proposed MXEWMA chart 

with the classical CUSUM, the classical EWMA and some of their recent modifications. 

Below, we present the one by one comparison of the proposed scheme with its counterparts: 

MXEWMA versus classical EWMA: 
�8 for the classical EWMA chart with time varying 

are given in Table 2.2. Comparing the MXEWMA chart (with *q � �>MB) with the classical 

EWMA chart we can see that for all the values of Ç�� the 
� performance of the 

MXEWMA chart is better than the classical EWMA for a fixed value of @ (cf. Table 2.2  vs. 

Tables 4.1 – 4.5). Moreover, an important point here is that the classical EWMA is a special 

case of the MXEWMA chart, i.e. applying MXEWMA chart to a process where Ç�� � � is 

equivalent to applying the classical EWMA. From Table 4.1 we see that for Ç�� � �>�B the 

results almost coincides with the results of Table 2.2 as was to be expected. 

It is to be noted here that the results of proposed MXEWMA chart with time varying 

limits are on the same pattern as compared to the classical EWMA with time varying limits 

while the proposed chart with asymptotic limits (computational results are not provided here) 

is mainly following the pattern of classical EWMA with asymptotic limits. 

MXEWMA versus classical CUSUM: The classical CUSUM proposed by Page (1954) is 

discussed briefly in Section 1.2. A comprehensive study on the CUSUM charts is given by 

Hawkins and Olwell (1998). The 
�8 for the CUSUM chart are given in Table 4.6 with 


�� fixed at B��. 

Comparing the MXEWMA chart with the classical CUSUM chart we observe that the 

newly proposed chart is outperforming the classical CUSUM even for small values of Ç�� 

(cf. Table 4.6 vs. Tables 4.1 – 4.5). 
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TABLE 4.6: 9:; values for the classical CUSUM scheme 

& ( 
@ 

0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 4 5 

0.25 8.585 500 94.8 31.08 17.54 12.17 7.58 5.55 4.41 3.69 2.84 2.26 

0.5 5.071 500 145.5 38.87 17.32 10.52 5.82 4.06 3.15 2.6 2.03 1.72 

0.75 3.539 500 200.7 57.07 22.13 11.6 5.45 3.55 2.67 2.18 1.63 1.24 

1 2.665 500 249.5 81.44 30.9 14.67 5.75 3.41 2.45 1.94 1.38 1.09 

 

MXEWMA versus runs rules based CUSUM and EWMA: The 
�8 for the runs rules 

based CUSUM are provided in Tables 2.7 – 2.8 and for runs rules based EWMA these are 

given in Tables 2.15 – 2.16. Comparing the MXEWMA chart with runs rules based CUSUM 

and EWMA we can see that the proposed chart is uniformly surpassing both the CUSUM 

schemes I & II and the EWMA simple MOM scheme. The EWMA modified MOP scheme is 

performing better than the proposed chart as long as Ç�� , �>B, but once we have Ç�� Û �>B, 

the proposed chart outperforms the EWMA modified MOP scheme as well (cf. Tables 2.7 – 

2.8 & 2.15 – 2.16 vs. Tables 4.1 – 4.5). 

MXEWMA versus MEWMA: Lowry et al. (1992) introduced a multivariate extension of the 

EWMA chart named as MEWMA chart. For the bivariate case, the MEWMA statistic is 

¹)+�)M�º � K ¹����º ! �+ � K� ¹)+���)M���º 

and the chart gives an out of control signal if ��� � ���)+� )M�� Ê '�� �'���'�� '�� Ë ¹)+�)M�º %
(Ü. Here �� � ��ÝÝ5�����Ý�©§6]Î©]Ï©5��ÞÎÏ© 6. Lowry et al. (1992) assumed, that the mean of both the 

variables are equal (i.e. �� � �� � �). According to this assumption the 
� values of 

MEWMA only depend upon the shift parameter @ � / ���ÞÎÏ �. We have evaluated the 
� 

values of this bivariate EWMA chart through Monte Carlo simulation by running +�´ 
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replications. To validate our simulation code, we have replicated Table 1 of Lowry et al. 

(1992) article and found the same results.  

 Now using our simulation code, we find the 
� values of the bivariate EWMA with 

the mean of � fixed and defining the shift in the mean of � as we have defined in Tables 4.1 

– 4.5. These 
�8 are given in Table 4.7 where K � �>+ and (Ü � +�>fPP with 
�� � B��. 

TABLE 4.7: 9:; values for MEWMA charts with ß � => E and lH � E=> GII  at 9:;= � ?== 

@ Ç�� � �>�B Ç�� � �>MB Ç�� � �>B Ç�� � �>dB Ç�� � �>eB 

0 500.57 501.6147 501.0223 498.4386 500.4125 

0.5 36.81699 34.50276 27.63295 16.425 4.41316 

1 9.8781 9.31899 7.66392 4.85723 1.55707 

1.5 4.91344 4.65957 3.88276 2.54956 1.05029 

2 3.08706 2.94745 2.47956 1.6849 1.00066 

2.5 2.19454 2.10018 1.79616 1.27854 1.00001 

3 1.6936 1.6269 1.41069 1.08457 1 

 

Comparing the performance of the bivariate EWMA with the proposed chart, it can be 

noticed that the proposed chart has smaller 
�� values as compared to the bivariate EWMA 

chart for all the corresponding values of Ç�� (cf. Table 4.7 vs. Tables 4.1 – 4.5). 

 

������'����	���� �����	�����	����	��	"����

� Let us consider three variables, named as �, � and R, following a trivariate normal 

distribution ([à) out of which � is the study variable, while � and R are two auxiliary 

variables, i.e. 

É��RÌÈ[àáÉ
�����âÌ � ¿

'�� '�� '�â'�� '�� '�â'â� '�â 'â� Áã                (4.7) 
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Based on the above trivariate normal distribution, Kadilar and Cingi (2005) provided a 

regression estimator for estimating the population mean of the study variable � which are 

given as: 

7£§ � �� ! Í����� � ��� ! Í�â��â �R��                (4.8) 

where Í�� � ]ÎÏ]Ï©  and�Í�â � ]Îä]ä© . The mean and variance of 7£ is given as: 

Ð�7£� � ��, ��7£� � '£� � '���+ � Ç��� � Ç�â� ! MÇ��Ç�âÇ�â�            (4.9) 

where Ç�� is the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between � and �, and similarly Ç�â and 

Ç�â are defined. Now the plotting statistic and the control limits of the EWMA chart based 

on two auxiliary variables is given as: 

)�å � *å7£§ ! 5+ � *å6)���å                 (4.10) 

.��� � �� � �
å'Ñ/ 0å��0å �+ � �+ � *å������ � ����� � �� ! �å'Ñ/ 0å��0å �+ � �+ � *å����123

24
              (4.11) 

where *å is the smoothing constant for the proposed statistic. )���å  represents the past 

information and its initial value (i.e. )�å ) is also taken equal to the target mean �� i.e. the in 

control mean of �. �å determines the width of the control limits for the proposed EWMA 

chart based on two auxiliary variables. 

Finally, after a simulation study like we have done with one auxiliary variable, the key 

conclusions about the EWMA chart based on two auxiliary variables are: 

i. 
�� values for the proposed chart decrease with an increase in values of either or 

both Ç�� and Ç�â but they increase as the value of Ç�â increases; 
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ii. the combinations of Ç�� , Ç�â and Ç�â (e.g. �Ç��� Ç�â� Ç�â� � ��>B��>dB��� and 

�Ç��� Ç�â� Ç�â� � ��>dB��>B���) for which the values of plotting statistic 7£ and its 

variance '£� are the same, yield the same 
�8; 
iii. for fixed values of *å and 
��, the value of �å remains the same for any possible 

combination of Ç�� , Ç�â and Ç�â; 

iv. the performance of the proposed chart is usually better for the smaller values of *å; 
v. auxiliary information really improves the performance (which is not a surprise!). 

 

������ ������	�������	�
���

 In this subsection, we give an illustrative example for which we generate a dataset 

(named as dataset 4.1) containing 30 observations in total. The first 20 observations are 

generated from a trivariate normal distribution given as: 

É��RÌÈ[à ¿É
+�BB Ì � É

+ �>B �>B�>B + ��>B � + ÌÁ 

Hence the in control mean of the study variable � equals +�. The remaining 10 observations 

are generated from an out of control situation with a shift of one sigma in the mean of the 

study variable � (i.e. @ � +) given as: 

É��RÌÈ[à ¿É
++BB Ì � É

+ �>B �>B�>B + ��>B � + ÌÁ 

Now the variable � is used to setup the classical EWMA control chart (with plotting statistic 

represented by )� and parameters * � �>MB and � � P), variables � and � are used to setup 

the MXEWMA control chart (with plotting statistic represented by )�q and parameters 

*q � �>MB and �q � P) and variables �, � and R are used to setup the MTEWMA control 

chart (with plotting statistic represented by )�å and parameters *å � �>MB and �å � P). The 
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calculation steps for applying the MXEWMA chart are given in Table 4.7, whereas the 

graphical display of the three charts is given in Figure 4.1. 

 Table 4.8: Simulated dataset 4.1 and calculation steps of MXEWMA chart 

Sample 

No. 
�� �� R� 7� )�q ��� 

Sample 

No. 
�� �� R� 7� )�q ��� 

1 10.07 5.22 4.34 9.97 9.99 10.65 16 11.06 5.86 6.67 10.63 10.12 10.98 

2 11.21 7.15 4.15 10.13 10.03 10.81 17 10.15 5.48 3.77 9.92 10.07 10.98 

3 8.32 4.91 4.46 8.37 9.61 10.89 18 9.12 5.18 4.58 9.03 9.81 10.98 

4 9.63 2.95 4.32 10.65 9.87 10.93 19 10.5 4.97 6.67 10.51 9.99 10.98 

5 7.4 4.08 4.26 7.86 9.37 10.95 20 8.67 5.5 3.55 8.42 9.59 10.98 

6 10.56 4.16 5.86 10.98 9.77 10.97 21 10.41 5.29 4.05 10.26 9.76 10.98 

7 9.52 4.55 4.69 9.74 9.76 10.97 22 10.11 3.33 3.91 10.95 10.06 10.98 

8 8.85 5.23 4.02 8.74 9.51 10.98 23 12.59 5.2 7.1 12.49 10.67 10.98 

9 9.58 5.45 4.62 9.36 9.47 10.98 24 11.59 4.98 4.65 11.6 10.9 10.98 

10 10.98 5.04 4.48 10.96 9.84 10.98 25 11.24 6.42 4.27 10.53 10.81 10.98 

11 10.11 5.52 5.68 9.85 9.84 10.98 26 10.65 4.81 4.66 10.74 10.79 10.98 

12 9.6 4.06 4.76 10.07 9.9 10.98 27 11.09 5.29 3.56 10.94 10.83 10.98 

13 10.7 5.25 6.63 10.57 10.07 10.98 28 10.48 5.25 4.36 10.36 10.71 10.98 

14 8.35 4.33 4.24 8.68 9.72 10.98 29 11.92 5.04 4.14 11.9 11.01 10.98 

15 11.09 5.88 5.02 10.65 9.95 10.98 30 11.17 4.32 5.53 11.51 11.13 10.98 

 

Figure 4.1: Graphical display of MTEWMA, MXEWMA and classical EWMA charts for the 

simulated dataset 4.1 
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Figure 4.1 indicates that the classical EWMA control chart failed to detect any shift in the 

mean of the study variable �. MXEWMA detected the shift at samples # 29 and 30 (cf. Table 

4.8), whereas MTEWMA detected the shift at samples # 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 and 30.  
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 In this section we utilize the efficiency of regression estimator to design a CUSUM-

type structure and try to study the effect of this efficient estimator on the 
� performance of 

CUSUM chart. Now the plotting statistics for the proposed MXCUSUM chart (which is based 

on the estimator given in (4.2)) is given as: 

[�� � ������ 57�§ � ��6 �  q ! [���� �,     [�� � ������ �57�§ � ��6 �  q ! [���� �   (4.12) 

Initial values for the statistics given in (4.12) are taken equal to zero i.e. [�� � [�� � �. The 

decision rule for the proposed chart is given as: the statistics [�� and [�� are plotted against 

the control limit $q. For any value of #, if the value of [�� exceeds the value of $q than the 

process mean is declared to be shifted upwards and if the value of [�� exceeds the value of $q 
than the process mean is said to be moved downwards.  q and $q are defined as: 

 q � &q'Ñ,     $q � (q'Ñ                (4.13) 

The values of &q and (q need to be selected carefully because the 
� properties of 

MXCUSUM chart mainly depend on these two constants (along with the value of Ç��). The 

specifications of MXCUSUM chart makes it the generalized form of the classical CUSUM 

chart given in Section 1.2, i.e. for Ç�� � �, the proposed MXCUSUM chart becomes 

equivalent to the classical CUSUM in terms of plotting statistic as well 
� performance. 

For the proposed chart Tables 4.9 – 4.11 contain the 
�8 with 
�� fixed at B��. 
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Table 4.9: 9:; values for the proposed MXCUSUM chart with <q � => F? and lq � G> ?G? at 9:;= � ?==�
@ 

Ç�� 

0.05 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.95 

0 499.3466 499.1864 499.2012 500.9817 500.6632 

0.25 94.6109 89.987 74.984 48.1801 16.1035 

0.5 31.0236 29.6155 25.1541 17.3604 7.0516 

0.75 17.5129 16.8127 14.5609 10.4637 4.5919 

1 12.1546 11.7041 10.2408 7.5157 3.4645 

1.5 7.5715 7.3144 6.4712 4.8689 2.3575 

2 5.5412 5.3636 4.7791 3.6584 1.9967 

2.5 4.4047 4.2701 3.8258 2.9861 1.7963 

3 3.6817 3.5743 3.2238 2.5107 1.2199 

 

Table 4.10: 9:; values for the proposed MXCUSUM chart with <q � => ? and lq � ?> =JE at 9:;= � ?==�
@ 

Ç�� 

0.05 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.95 

0 499.015 500.0021 500.8843 499.0574 500.1008 

0.25 145.2716 138.2263 114.5163 68.9901 15.3663 

0.5 38.777 36.3617 28.9044 17.0683 5.3405 

0.75 17.2793 16.3181 13.3748 8.6464 3.2904 

1 10.4965 9.9897 8.4132 5.7578 2.4388 

1.5 5.8086 5.5756 4.8327 3.5082 1.7847 

2 4.0503 3.9052 3.4373 2.5806 1.2021 

2.5 3.1451 3.0414 2.7049 2.1126 1.0074 

3 2.5978 2.5187 2.2684 1.8667 1 

 

 

The algorithm used for calculating the 
�8 in Tables 4.9 – 4.11 is given in Appendix 4.2 

where 50,000 simulations are used.  
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Table 4.11: 9:; values for the proposed MXCUSUM chart with <q � E and lq � F> gg? at 9:;= � ?==�
@ 

Ç�� 

0.05 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.95 

0 499.0466 499.1701 500.5972 499.4241 500.9488 

0.25 249.1542 240.639 209.9628 139.8514 26.0941 

0.5 81.2212 75.9419 58.9892 30.2808 5.0512 

0.75 30.8019 28.4313 21.2702 10.7289 2.5918 

1 14.6235 13.5187 10.2682 5.6554 1.795 

1.5 5.7314 5.3872 4.3635 2.814 1.1276 

2 3.4063 3.2422 2.7406 1.9231 1.0031 

2.5 2.4483 2.3484 2.0355 1.4745 1 

3 1.9387 1.8674 1.6356 1.1929 1 

 

Before concluding this section, we present the main findings about our proposed MXCUSUM 

control chart. 

i. the use of an auxiliary variable with the control structure of CUSUM chart is really 

advantageous in terms of the 
�� values if the value of Ç�� is reasonably large (cf. 

Tables 4.9 – 4.11); 

ii. to attain a fixed value of 
��, the value of (q has to remain fixed for all the value of 

Ç�� (cf. Tables 4.9 – 4.11); 

iii. to attain a fixed value of 
��, the value of (q decrease with an increase in the value 

of &q and vice versa (cf. Tables 4.9 – 4.11); 

iv. for a fixed value of 
��, the 
�� values decrease rapidly with a decrease in the 

values of either or both Ç�� and @ (cf. Tables 4.9 – 4.11). 

Like MXCUSUM, a CUSUM chart based on the information of two auxiliary variables 

(named as MTCUSUM) can also be easily designed by following the procedure given in 

subsection 4.2.2. 
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 Now we provide a comparison of MXCUSUM chart with some of the revisions and 

extensions of CUSUM and EWMA-type control charts. 

MXCUSUM versus the classical CUSUM: 
�8 for two-sided CUSUM chart for different 

values of & with 
�� fixed at B�� are given in Table 4.6. Collectively Tables 4.9 – 4.11 and 

Table 4.6 validate that the classical CUSUM is a special case of the proposed MXCUSUM 

chart. The 
� performance of the proposed chart with Ç�� � �>�B (i.e. close to zero) is 

almost same as compared to the 
� performance of classical CUSUM. As we increase the 

value of Ç�� for the proposed chart, its 
�� values decrease.  

MXCUSUM versus the classical EWMA: Table 2.2 contains the 
�8 of classical EWMA 

where * and � are the parameters of EWMA control chart. The comparison of MXCUSUM 

chart with the classical EWMA show that the proposed chart is performing better in general 

for Ç�� Û �>MB (cf. Table 2.2 vs. Tables 4.9 – 4.11). For large values of Ç�� (like Ç�� Û�>dB) the proposed chart (with any value of &q) outperfoms the classical EWMA (with any 

value of *).  

MXCUSUM versus MXEWMA: Comparing the performance of MXCUSUM chart with 

MXEWMA chart for a specific value of Ç�� (e.g. Ç�� � �>B) it can be observed that 

MXEWMA (with *q � �>+) has a slightly better 
� performance as compared to the 

proposed chart but once *q is greater than �>+ for the MXEWMA chart, the proposed chart 

becomes better than MXEWMA (cf. Table 4.1 – 4.5  vs. Tables 4.9 – 4.11). 

The MTCUSUM control chart, which is based on two auxiliary variables, has even better 

properties as was to be expected (results not given here). 
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 An example to illustrate the application of the proposed chart with a real dataset is 

provided in this subsection. The three CUSUM-type control charts are applied to the 

simulated dataset 4.1 with & � �>B and ( � B>�d+ for the classical CUSUM; &q � �>B and 

(q � B>�d+ for the MXCUSUM; and &å � �>B and (å � B>�d+ for MTCUSUM chart with 


�� fixed at B�� for all three charts. The chart output for all three charts is given in Figure 

4.2. 

Figure 4.2: Graphical display of MTCUSUM, MXCUSUM and classical CUSUM charts for 

simulated dataset 4.1 

 

 

Figure 4.2 shows that MTCUSUM chart is detecting the positive shift at the 24
th

 sample and 

onwards, whereas the classical CUSUM and MXCUSUM are detecting the shift at the 27
th

 

and the 29
th

 sample, respectively. This verifies the observations in subsection 4.3.1. 
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 This chapter proposes the use of auxiliary information with the control structures of 

the EWMA and CUSUM charts. The regression estimation technique is used to exploit the 

auxiliary information. Note that the proposed MXEWMA and MXCUSUM charts are the 

extended forms of the classical EWMA and CUSUM charts respectively, i.e. the proposed 

charts are equal to the classical ones when the correlation between the study variable and 

auxiliary variable(s) is equal to �. The performance of the proposed charts is evaluated in 

terms of 
� for different values of the correlation between the study variable and the 

auxiliary variable(s). A comparison of the proposed charts with the classical CUSUM, the 

classical EWMA and some of their recent modifications is also made. The comparisons 

showed that the proposed charts are good at detecting small to moderate shifts in the process 

location, while their ability to detect large shifts is not bad either. Finally, results are also 

supported by the illustrative examples. 
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library(MASS) 

Mx=c(); Zp=c(); ucl=c(); lcl=c(); rl=c() 

muy=0; mux=0; sigyy=1; sigxx=1; sigyx=0.5 

betayx=sigyx/sigxx; rho=sigyx/sqrt(sigyy*sigxx) 

meanv=c(muy,mux) 

sigmam=matrix(c(sigyy,sigyx,sigyx,sigxx),2,2) 

muM=muy; sigM=sqrt(sigyy*(1-rho^2)) 

ld=0.25; L=3 

for(j in 1:10000) 

{ 

for(i in 1:1000000) 

{ 

w=mvrnorm(1,meanv,sigmam) 

y=w[1]; x=w[2] 

Mx[i]=y-betayx*x 

if(i==1) 

{Zp[i]=ld*Mx[i]+ (1-ld)*muM;} 

else{Zp[i]=ld*Mx[i]+(1-ld)*Zp[i-1];} 

ucl[i]=muM+L*sigM*sqrt((ld/(2-ld))*(1-(1-ld)^(2*i))) 

lcl[i]=muM-L*sigM*sqrt((ld/(2-ld))*(1-(1-ld)^(2*i))) 

if(Zp[i]>ucl[i]|Zp[i]<lcl[i]) 

{rl[j]=i;break;} 

else{rl[j]=0;} 

} 

} 

mean(rl) 

�

�

&

����������

library(MASS) 

Mx=c(); Np=c(); Nn=c(); rl=c() 

muy=0; mux=0; sigyy=1; sigxx=1; sigyx=0.5; 

betayx=sigyx/sigxx; rho=sigyx/sqrt(sigyy*sigxx) 

meanv=c(muy,mux) 

sigmam=matrix(c(sigyy,sigyx,sigyx,sigxx),2,2) 

muM=muy; sigM=sqrt(sigyy*(1-rho^2)) 

K=0.5*sigM; H=5.071*sigM 

for(j in 1:100000) 

{ 

for(i in 1:1000000) 

{ 

w=mvrnorm(1,meanv,sigmam) 
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y=w[1]; x=w[2] 

Mx[i]=y-betayx*x 

if(i==1) 

{Np[i]=max(0,(Mx[i]-muM)-K);} 

else{Np[i]=max(0,(Mx[i]-muM)-K+Np[i-1]);} 

if(i==1) 

{Nn[i]=max(0,-(Mx[i]-muM)-K);} 

else{Nn[i]=max(0,-(Mx[i]-muM)-K+Nn[i-1]);} 

if(Np[i]>H|Nn[i]>H) 

{rl[j]=i;break;} 

else{rl[j]=0;} 

} 

} 

mean(rl)�




